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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

The history of concentrating solar power (CSP) is characterized by a boombust pattern caused by policy support changes. Following the 2014–2016
bust phase, the combination of Chinese support and several low-cost pro
jects triggered a new boom phase. We investigate the near- to mid-term cost,
industry, market and policy outlook for the global CSP sector and show that
CSP costs have decreased strongly and approach cost-competitiveness with
new conventional generation. Industry has been strengthened through the
entry of numerous new companies. However, the project pipeline is thin: no
project broke ground in 2019 and only four projects are under construction
in 2020. The only remaining large support scheme, in China, has been
canceled. Without additional support soon creating a new market, the
value chain may collapse and recent cost and technological advances may
be undone. If policy support is renewed, however, the global CSP sector is
prepared for a bright future.

Concentrating solar power;
technological learning; value
chain analysis; energy policy;
industry development

1. Introduction
Concentrating solar power (CSP) collects the heat of the sun to generate renewable electricity.
Through thermal storage it generate electricity after sundown or even days later, for example during
adverse weather periods. Because of this ability, CSP is one of the few renewable electricity technol
ogies that can generate fully dispatchable or even fully baseload power at very large scale (Pfenninger
et al. 2014). Therefore, it may have an important role to play in the decarbonization of power systems
around the world, especially as a dispatchable electricity source to balance the fluctuating renewables,
such as wind power and solar photovoltaic (PV) (Boie et al. 2016; Brand and Blok 2015; Du et al. 2018;
Jorgenson, Denholm, and Mehos 2014; Labordena et al. 2017; Trieb, Fichter, and Moser 2013, 2014).
Despite this potentially crucial advantage, the global CSP expansion has so far been limited to just
a handful of countries, and the current global CSP fleet of 6.1 GW is only about 1% of the current
global wind power or solar photovoltaic (PV) fleets (IRENA 2020).
The history of CSP is characterized by strong ups and downs in a sequence of boom-bust cycles
triggered by changes in national policy support. The first cycle was caused by the increase in support in
California in the 1980s, leading to the construction of nine CSP stations of some 350 MW generation
capacity. After a few years of activity, decreasing support led to the bankruptcy of the only commer
cially operating CSP company, Luz, in 1991 – an event that was followed by a 15-year global
construction hiatus (Baharoon et al. 2015; de la Tour, Glachant, and Ménière 2010). The second
cycle saw the introduction and cancellation of a feed-in tariff in Spain triggering new projects in
2007–2011 (the last supported project finished in 2013) and a brief surge of support in the US for
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projects breaking ground 2010–11 (last supported project completed in 2015). During this period,
a new, largely European, CSP industry emerged, leading to the construction of about 50 CSP stations
in Spain and, later in the cycle, in the US, with Spanish and German companies supplying most of the
CSP-specific components (del Rio, Peñasco, and Mir-Artigues 2018; Lilliestam et al. 2017; Martìn et al.
2015). The two lead markets collapsed as support was stopped in both Spain and the US, triggering
a second bust phase (2014–16): as only a handful of projects broke ground and ongoing ones were
completed, the capacity under construction in 2016 was only 1/3 of that in 2012. During this period,
numerous industry actors left (or had already left) the sector. CSP was kept alive as a commercial
technology by a handful of projects, mainly in Morocco and South Africa, but accompanying the
thinning project pipeline was a cost increase in new projects (Lilliestam et al. 2018). During this phase,
the outlook for CSP was gloomy.
This changed for the third time in September 2016, as China announced a new feed-in tariff (FIT)
to support the construction of 20 stations (1.35 GW) by the end of 2018 as a step toward the 5 GW CSP
aim of the 13th Five-Year Plan (Gosens, Binz, and Lema 2020; Gosens, Kåberger, and Wang 2017).
This marks the beginning of the third global boom phase. The construction start of the low-cost
700 MW Noor Energy 1 (Dubai) in 2018 and the PPA awarded to the EDF-led CSP-PV hybrid Noor
Midelt 1 (Morocco) in 2019 further increased optimism about the future of CSP (Lilliestam and PitzPaal 2018; NewEnergyUpdate 2019b).
These recent events are important for CSP technology itself and the CSP sector as a whole.
However, it is less clear what it means for their future. In this paper, we investigate trends in the
global CSP market and their implications for the outlook for CSP, on a national, regional and global
scale. We focus especially on developments in the latest boom phase, starting in 2016, including the
emergence of the Chinese market and industry.

2. Methods and data
Our analytical framework builds on concepts from different streams of research, and especially two
separate but related sets of literature (Bento and Wilson 2016; Markard 2020): the industrial life-cycle
(ILC) and technological innovation systems (TIS) literature. We focus on the formative phase, in
which a technology and its industry and innovation system are still immature and need to grow and
develop; this is the phase CSP is currently in (Gosens, Binz, and Lema 2020).
The ILC literature describes how industries develop from their initial emergence, through an
expansive growth phase, to maturity and their eventual decline (Gort and Klepper 1982; Perez and
Soete 1988). In this, the technology is the central analytical focus and firms the key actors (Bento and
Wilson 2016). In the formative stage, lively competition between companies characterizes the sector’s
development, as does uncertainty around the future markets. Firms compete for technological leader
ship through innovation but also for settling a dominant design, which is eventually (generally in the
subsequent growth phase) entrenched by organizational processes, such as standardization (Anderson
and Tushman 1990; Klepper 1997). The formative phase is often characterized by high fluctuation of
diverse actors, as the high number of new firms entering the sector may be similar to the number of
firms leaving. If a market exists for a longer time and at a size that allows companies to survive and
grow, to experiment and innovate, the technology will see both technological learning and increasingly
experience economies of scale – the technology improves both in terms of quality and cost. Toward the
end of the formative phase, the market may see a consolidation period, in which a few industry actors
succeed and survive whereas many may be shaken out of the market, either into bankruptcy or via
merger with the larger companies (Anderson and Tushman 1990; Agarwal and Bayus 2002; Bento and
Wilson 2016; Gort and Klepper 1982; Klepper 1997; Peltoniemi 2011).
The technological innovation systems literature takes a systemic approach to understanding the rise
and success of a technological sector, thereby not focusing on the technology and its performance, but
rather on knowledge creation and the flow of knowledge in networks (Carlson and Stankiewicz 1991).
Successful innovation systems must fulfil a set of functions, including knowledge development and (or
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through) entrepreneurial experimentation; these ideas exist in the ILC as well: in both bodies of
research, innovation and the accumulation of experience are vital drivers of technology improvement,
and both the diversity of actors and what they have achieved in the past are important factors (Bento
and Wilson 2016; Bergek et al. 2015, 2008; Peltoniemi 2011). The TIS focuses strongly on social and
political functions attached to and surrounding the technology (Markard 2020). Particularly impor
tant for immature, still policy support-dependent technologies is the buildup of technological legiti
macy, which describes the social standing of a technology – whether it is seen as “appropriate and
desirable” (Bergek et al. 2008) – which can be expressed in (soft) norms or in (hard) rules and
regulations (Hekkert et al. 2007; Markard and Truffer 2008). A further key function is market
formation, the creation of a niche in which the still immature technology can develop, away from
market pressures; for energy technologies such as CSP, this is typically a support scheme, without
which the developing technology – and its industry – could not survive (del Rio, Peñasco, and MirArtigues 2018). The feedback between legitimacy and market formation is important and may trigger
positive feedback: with a stronger industry and improving technological performance and cost, the
legitimacy of a technology increases, as there is a stronger voice pushing for further or continued
support and as norms adapt to the specificities of this technology and industry, leading to continued
political support, strengthening the industry, and so on. Such feedback may thus make the strong
stronger (Bergek et al. 2008; Meckling et al. 2015). The existence of policy-industry feedbacks however
also means that if an industry is struggling or the technology not developing fast enough, support may
be reduced – the weak may be further weakened. Achieving positive feedback is thus central to
a technology’s success or demise, for its eventual shift into continued development in the growth
phase, which may follow the formative stage (Bergek et al. 2008; Markard 2020)
In our analytical framework, we draw on this evolutionary perspective on market, industry and
technology development, theoretical overview above to operationalize outlook with a set of six
indicators relating to industry and technology development on the one hand and policy (including
technology legitimacy) and markets on the other (see Table 1). The outlook of CSP immediately
depends on two factors. First, there needs to be a market for CSP – and as CSP is still immature and
uncompetitive without support (del Rio, Peñasco, and Mir-Artigues 2018), the presence of a market is
equal to the presence of policy support schemes. Second, if there is a market, there must be a strong
value chain – an industry capable of delivering and assembling components into well-functioning
CSP stations that are incentivized by the support policy. The more and larger markets exist, and the
more companies in the value chain, the better is the outlook. Although both are necessary conditions
for CSP expansion, however, neither is sufficient on its own to ensure a good outlook for the
technology.
For the value chain and its individual companies to survive and thrive, innovate and keep
developing the technology, a strong pipeline of ongoing projects under construction is needed. If
this is given, the (national) industry base is strengthened with several companies competing on each
Table 1. Indicators used to assess the outlook of CSP on the global level. For all indicators, we create data series 2007-current; all
indicators will be assessed on a global level, and some will additionally be analyzed on a national level.
Dimension
Policy and
market
outlook

Indicator
# active policies

Project pipeline
Industry outlook # companies of key value chain steps
involved in ongoing projects
Home country of value chain companies

Cost outlook

Proxy for
Market size and resilience of global CSP market against policy
change
Size, robustness of short-term future market
Diversity and resilience of value chain, ability to scale up

Stakes of national governments to support CSP as industry
policy; geographical spread of industry
# projects commissioned by currently active Experience of the industry
companies
Generation-weighted average LCOE of
Competitiveness and economic attractiveness of CSP
commissioned projects
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step of the value chain, which is both good for competition and innovation; learning and technological
development are further strengthened if companies stay in the market for a sustained time period, as
companies gather experience with component manufacturing and station assembly. The home
country of the industry is also important, especially for technology legitimacy: policymakers are
more likely to support CSP if there is a substantial or at least growing CSP industry in their country.
If CSP is to be a politically attractive candidate for support, the cost and performance of CSP stations
must be good and improving: if costs are low and the technology is moving rapidly down the learning
curve, its legitimacy increases and policymakers have more incentive to implement support schemes
and create a market for CSP.
2.1. Analytical framework: policy and market outlook
2.1.1. Policy support
As CSP is not yet competitive with other new generation, and especially not with operating and
depreciated generators, it requires policy support to be economically viable (del Rio, Peñasco, and
Mir-Artigues 2018). Often, such support has been either FITs, giving a remuneration per kWh
generated for a predefined number of years to all projects fulfilling a set of criteria, or power purchase
agreements, either resulting from an auction or from negotiation with an off-taker, usually the grid
operator. In the past, CSP was dependent on single support schemes – e.g. first in California (1984–
1991) and then in Spain (2007–20131) – and hence its global commercial survival hinged on the
longevity of single policy schemes. In California, the devastating impact of this dependence was
powerfully demonstrated, as the industry collapsed as the support decreased. Similarly, the compara
tively small markets triggered by support in emerging economies could not compensate the loss of the
large Spanish (2012/13) and US (2015) markets: the construction rate decreased by 90% between 2014
and 2016, with severe consequences for the industry.
Therefore, the number of active policy schemes actually triggering new projects each year is
a metric for the robustness of the global CSP expansion. In this, there is no clear threshold beyond
which the number is “sufficient”; for the small CSP industry, we use the simplest metric: a higher
number is better. We list FITs that may see the start of construction of new projects in each year; for
auctions, we describe the year in which the auction result was announced, as opposed to the year of the
tender or break-ground. Importantly, support schemes may differ in their effect, depending on their
design: a non-capped FIT, for example, may lead to a long project pipeline, whereas an auction scheme
will generally trigger single projects – especially if it does not have a predefined auction schedule –
without creating a mentionable project pipeline.
2.1.2. Project pipeline
Any technology must have a healthy industry base to improve, develop and be deployed. For this, there
must be a sufficient number of projects under construction, so that companies can continuously work,
improve their work processes and innovate – and continuously make business, so that they can make
enough profit to stay in the industry. Without ongoing projects declining revenue will lead to declining
cash flow and decreasing solvency will force companies out of the CSP sector; with more ongoing
projects, the existing value chain can grow and develop, and reap profits from past investments and
innovations (Mathews 2005). Only if the engineers can be continuously employed will they remain in
a company accumulate experience and knowhow – which is central to improving technological
performance. This buildup of experience is especially important for complex technologies such as
CSP, where learning is not mainly locked into patents and factories (learning by doing, scale in
manufacturing) but in the living memory of the engineers who build and operate the stations (learning
by using) (Binz et al. 2017; Huenteler et al. 2016; Quitzow, Huenteler, and Asmussen 2017). Following
a crisis with weak markets, the sector may be reinvigorated by new firms entering, increasing
1

The FIT was canceled in 2012, but the last supported projects, under construction in 2012, were completed in 2013.
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competition and bringing impulses for innovation (Lee and Malerba 2017; Mathews 2005), but they
will require time to build up experience (unless they manage to hire laid-off experienced engineers
from the incumbents). Also such new companies vitally depend on the presence or near-term
perspective of a robust project pipeline.
In policy reports, the number of finished projects (or finished capacity) is used to indicate how well
an industry is doing (e.g. REN21 (2014), REN21 (2018)). This shows the momentary output but not
the continuity of the industry – and it shows dips in this continuity too late, after a decrease in project
pipeline has already led to diminished industry activity. Here, we instead measure the project pipeline
as the number of projects and capacity under construction in each year. As for the value chain
analysis above, there is no threshold for which pipeline length is “enough”; we evaluate the pure
numbers, with small numbers indicating that the industry has entered a crunch phase likely associated
with industry discontinuity, and high numbers indicating continuity.

2.2. Analytical framework: industry outlook
2.2.1. Active value chain companies and their nationality
A trivially necessary condition for CSP deployment and the near-term technology outlook is that there
is an industry capable of manufacturing and assembling components at the required amounts. For
this, a value chain with many actors on each step is beneficial, as diversity is essential for competition
among companies – which in turn is beneficial for technological improvement – and it increases the
likelihood that output can be scaled up, should the market grow. Further, diversity is the best way to
increase resilience of the value chain, making it less dependent on the success (and commercial
survival) of single companies (Stirling 1999). For both factors, the number of companies active in
CSP projects under construction is an important metric. For this, we focus on four CSP-specific value
chain steps: project development; engineering, procurement and construction (EPC); collector/helio
stat engineering; and receiver manufacturing. Other steps, such as turbine or generator construction,
are not CSP-specific and do not critically depend on developments in the CSP sector.
The creation of a new industry and new jobs has historically been a key driver for renewable energy
policies around the world (IRENA 2018a; Montt et al. 2018; Ragwitz et al. 2009; Schmidt, Schmid, and
Sewerin 2019), and for CSP, jobs have been and remain among the most important drivers for support
(Caldés-Gómez and Díaz-Vázquez 2018; Lilliestam and Patt 2015). Hence, jobs and the presence of
a strong national CSP industry a key drivers for technology legitimacy, and we assess this as the home
country of each company involved in ongoing projects.
2.2.2. Industry experience
As technologies mature and grow, their costs tend to decrease, due to economies of scale and the
accumulation of experience. Innovation, both in the market (learning-by-doing and learning-bynetworking) and in dedicated R&D efforts, trigger increased performance and/or decreasing costs of
a new technology (Bergek et al. 2008; Nemet 2019; Oerlemans, Meeus, and Boekema 2003; Sagar and
van der Zwaan 2006; Wright 1936). Whereas some technologies experience most innovation on the
component production stage – mass-produced products, prominently PV – other technologies rely on
tacit knowledge and knowhow of not only how to produce components but also on how to assemble
them into a well-functioning whole (Huenteler et al. 2016). The latter applies for CSP, which is an
engineering-heavy, complex technology, with each project being different and tailored to both the
environment in which it stands and the requirements of each single offtaker (Binz et al. 2017). For
complex technologies, the experience of the involved engineers is particularly important, meaning that
companies with more experience should be, on average, better capable of producing components and
assembling them into more efficiently working stations (Huenteler et al. 2016; Quitzow, Huenteler,
and Asmussen 2017). We measure the experience of the actors involved as the number of operational
projects the companies involved in construction each year have been previously involved in. In
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this, we account for mergers, counting projects of acquired companies for the experience of the new
mother company. We focus on the same four CSP-specific value chain steps as in section 2.2.1.
2.3. Analytical framework: cost development
For the outlook of CSP, it is important that it continuously experiences a reduction in cost, driven by
a reduction in investment cost and/or improved performance. As other technologies, notably solar PV,
sees massive cost progress, CSP risks being left behind – economically, but also politically: low and/or
decreasing costs would increase the legitimacy of CSP, making it a more attractive candidate for
government support.
In the policy debate and in scientific scenarios, the LCOE is often used as a measure of the
economic performance of a technology or scenario (Bogdanov et al. 2019), as it is a combined metric
of cost (investment and O&M) and performance/efficiency (expected generation). Such an aggregate
metric is important, as different technologies improve in different areas: the LCOE of PV, for example,
has decreased mainly because of lower investment costs, whereas the LCOE of wind power has
decreased mainly because of improved performance and efficiency (IRENA 2018b). Further, the
LCOE is an easily comprehensible metric in policy debates, reflecting “how much a technology
costs”, and it is often used to indicate the point of cost competitiveness with other technologies.
Importantly, the LCOE says nothing about the market value and ignores the system importance of
dispatchability (Mehos et al. 2016; Trieb et al. 2015). For these reasons, we use the generationweighted average LCOE of all finished projects in each year to assess the cost development.
The LCOE is calculated as

where It is the annuity on investment expenditures for year t, assuming the same expenditures
each year over the lifetime n (uniform assumption: 25 years), O&Mt are the operation costs (1.5%
of the investment cost per year), Et is the expected yearly generation, and r is the weighted cost of
capital (WACC, 5%, except where stated otherwise) (Lilliestam et al. 2017). These uniform assump
tions are necessary to analyze the general cost trend over time, filtering out the financial specificities of
single projects. Our LCOEs may thus differ from the support level, for example if the actual financing
costs or the support duration are significantly different from our standardized assumptions.
Although these are not project-specific assumptions, we expect the error to be small. For example,
the O&M varies between projects, and is typically lower for larger projects – but as O&M costs are
a minor contribution to the LCOE of CSP, this is a minor imprecision (IEA 2010). Importantly, the
WACC may vary very strongly between countries, projects and times – a critical issue, as the WACC is
the single largest predictor of the LCOE of renewable power projects. Nevertheless, as there is no
comprehensive, systematic overview of actual WACCs for CSP, and as all CSP projects are built in
relatively low-risk support schemes – either a feed-in tariff or a long-term power purchase agreement –
we assume a uniform, relatively low WACC. Our assumption of 5% WACC is similar to other CSP
studies, such as the SunShot studies (DOE 2012; Mehos et al. 2016) and the Trans-CSP studies (Trieb
2005, 2006).
2.4. Data
We base our analysis on data for all CSP projects operational and under construction on
1 January 2020, building on previous versions of the csp.guru dataset. In addition, we gathered and
analyzed data for all CSP support schemes triggering new projects since 2007. All data is available on
www.csp.guru, including a comprehensive description of all changes compared to the previous data
version. The individual sources for all data points are included in the online dataset.
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The project dataset holds information for all CSP stations ≥10 MW in operation (1984–2018) and
under construction on 1 January 2020, regarding technical (e.g. technology, capacity, storage), economic
(e.g. investment costs, expected generation, support, concessional funding), and industrial aspects (e.g.
EPC, developer, component suppliers). All data are directly or indirectly taken from companies involved
in each project. All economic data are collected in the national currency of each project, converted to
USD with the average exchange rate of each year and then deflated to USD2018 with the US GDP deflator
provided by the World Bank. We only include projects which are completed or under construction,
while omitting all projects under development from the analysis, as it is unclear whether such projects
will actually be realized. Hence, we exclude all Chinese stations supported by the FIT but for which
construction had not yet started on 1 January 2020, and analyze only 12 Chinese projects, including one
under construction but outside the FIT scheme. For the LCOE calculation, we exclude three Chinese
pilot stations as they are not commercial stations and their costs are very uncertain, but include them in
the industry analyzes as the main function of pilot projects is for the involved companies to test their
technology and gain experience. In all analyses, we focus on solar-only stations and exclude ISCC/hybrid
CSP stations for which the solar component is an add-on to a fossil-fueled power station. In a few cases,
especially for a handful of Spanish stations, we do not know exactly when they broke ground. For these
projects, we estimate the construction start year by subtracting the average construction duration
(2 years) of all other Spanish projects from the year in which they became operational.
The policy data describes FITs and auctions that led to the start of construction of CSP stations by
or before 1 January 2020. We base our data on the Global Renewable Power Support Dataset (Hafner
and Lilliestam 2019) and complete it with CSP support scheme information on a project-by-project
basis. The dataset is complete except for the US support: we know that they were supported by various
schemes, such as tax credits and investment support (Mir-Artigues, del Río, and Caldés 2019), and that
each station has a unique PPA, but we do not know how and when the PPAs were defined. Hence, the
US PPAs are not included.
Auctions are shown in the year in which the auction result was announced, and not in the year the
auction was held; again, we only include auction results for completed projects or such under
construction on 1 January 2020. Hence, the Midelt I auction in Morocco is not included in our
figures, as the outcome was announced in 2019, but construction had not started in January 2020; the
Midelt II auction closed in 2019, but no outcome was announced as of April 2020.
Feed-in tariffs are included for the years they were active and in principle open to new projects.
Hence, we list the Spanish FIT as closed in 2012, which was the last year in which it was in principle
open to new projects. Similarly, we indicate the Chinese FIT as active until 2021, as the projects
included in the preselection list will receive this support if they are finished by December 2021 (barring
any future policy changes). Hence, new Chinese projects may start construction and receive support, if
they have not started already and are among the 20 projects on the FIT list.

3. Results
3.1. Policy and market outlook: weak and weakening
The policy and market outlook for CSP is weak and highly uncertain. Currently, only China and
Morocco have active CSP support schemes; according to current plans, the Chinese support will end in
2021. No further support schemes have been decided and announced, despite a number of declara
tions of intent to do so. In addition, the project pipeline is thinning out rapidly: whereas 2018 saw
more projects under construction than in a long time, no new project broke ground in 2019, and only
a handful of projects remain under construction in 2020.
3.1.1. Markets: only two active CSP policy support schemes
The policy support situation for the global CSP sector has been and remains very problematic.
Historically, active CSP support triggering new projects has been present in only 1–3 countries in
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any given year (Figure 1, upper panel). This situation is, if anything, worse today than before, with only
two support schemes (the Chinese FIT, Moroccan auctions) still active. All other announced plans are
projects under development (e.g. Minos in Greece; Likana in Chile) for which the financing is entirely
unclear: currently, these projects would not receive support, and their realization highly uncertain. In
early 2020, the Chinese government decided to phase out its support scheme by 2021: it will only
support already selected projects and only if they are connected to the grid before the end of 2021, but
the rules and definitive remuneration are not yet decided (Azure 2020; Energy Iceberg 2020; Ministry
of Finance 2020). The Moroccan scheme, while remarkable for an emerging country such as Morocco,
is too small and unpredictable to sustain the global CSP industry on its own. As of April 2020, no
further CSP support scheme is open to new projects, and no support scheme has a predictable amount
of capacity to be auctioned in the next few years.
The Chinese FIT is closed to newly developed projects and is available only to a set of preselected
commercial-scale ”demonstration projects”, so that no ”new” projects received support in China since
2016. In January 2020, 10 projects included in the FIT had not yet started construction, and would
receive support if they are operational before the end of 2021.
In Morocco, the auction scheme is still active, with the 2018 call for Midelt I awarded – with a PPA
of 0.071 USD/kWh for the CSP-PV hybrid (NewEnergyUpdate 2019a) – and a call for bids for Midelt
II was issued in mid-2019 (Masen 2019). Whether, how or when Morocco will include CSP in further
auctions is unknown. Spain and Italy have published plans to add another 5 GW and 800 MW of CSP
by 2030, but have yet to define concrete support schemes. As both countries face political uncertainty,
and even more so in the wake of the Covid-19 crisis, the prospects of new CSP support there is
uncertain (Lilliestam et al. 2019b). New support in other markets with existing CSP stations or projects
still under construction like South Africa, Israel or India, appear unlikely, but possible: there, CSP is at
least on the political agenda. Several countries have announced intentions to support CSP, including
several Gulf countries, but no concrete measures have been decided or implemented. For the first time
in almost 15 years, the global CSP sector of 2020 may face a near-term future without a single active
support scheme, and thus without any market.
3.1.2. The project pipeline is thinning out
Both the number of projects and capacity under construction has increased since the 2014–2016 bust
phase (Figure 2), with 19 projects (2200 MW) under construction during 2018. In comparison with other

Figure 1. Policies triggering new CSP projects (upper panel) and CSP capacity under construction per year (lower panel), 2006–2022.
Upper panel: only support that triggered construction is displayed; hence, Morocco has no entry for 2019 as Midelt 1 has not broken
ground (in April 2020). The US PPA deals are not included. Lower panel: includes stations under construction in January 2020 and
scheduled for completion before the end of 2022. Source: csp.guru (2020).
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Figure 2. Number of projects breaking ground (left) and under construction (right) in each year, 2006–2019 (now operational) and
2020–2022 (under construction on 1 January 2020, scheduled for completion 2020–2022). Projects are counted in each year in which
they were under construction (construction start-completion). Noor Energy 1 is indicated as ongoing until the last part is scheduled
to be finished in 2022, although the first parts should be completed in 2021. Source: csp.guru (2020).

renewables, like wind power or PV, this is very little, but it represents a strong increase for CSP, back to
a pipeline which is comparable in terms of capacity to 2012/13. Since then, however, the situation has
strongly deteriorated: in 2018, only three projects broke ground in two countries (UAE, China), and no
new project broke ground in 2019. Several projects under construction outside China in 2018–19 were
remnants from old policy schemes (e.g. the Israeli Ashalim stations) or had been strongly delayed by
project-specific problems (e.g. Cerro Dominador, Chile, affected by problems connected to Abengoa’s
near-bankruptcy in 2016) (REN21 2019). The global market remains highly dependent on single policies
(mainly the Chinese FIT) but also on single projects (especially Noor Energy 1). Without the Chinese
support and Noor Energy 1, project pipeline would have been virtually non-existent already in 2018.
Only 5 projects of 960 MW capacity remained under construction in January 2020, and almost ¾ of
that capacity is Noor Energy 1. Hence, the project pipeline is disappearing and the entire market of
2020 consists of Noor Energy 1, a handful of delayed Chinese projects and Cerro Dominador. Possible
additions in 2020 are Midelt I and/or II, depending on if and when construction starts, and South
African Redstone, for which financing was settled in 2019 after years of delay. The sheer size of Noor
Energy 1 will keep the involved companies afloat for some years, but for companies not included in
that project, hard times are coming. Without further auctions and/or new support schemes during
2020, their commercial survival is threatened. The current situation is new to the CSP sector: although
the project pipeline disappeared in single countries in the past, there were always new projects
somewhere else. Today, despite all the positive CSP news, a near-term future without a single new
project anywhere in the world is conceivable.
3.2. Industry outlook: stronger than it has been in a long time
The global CSP industry is stronger than in many years, following the entry of numerous new
companies in the last 3 years (Figure 3). By far most new entrants are Chinese and active only in
China, triggered by the FIT programme there, and bring little or no experience from previous
successfully concluded commercial-scale projects (Gosens, Binz, and Lema 2020). Because the global
policy and market outlook is very weak, there is trouble for the new industry on the horizon. If,
however, new markets arise or old are sustained, triggered by new support policies, the industry is well
positioned to keep growing and further decrease the technology cost.
3.2.1. Chinese companies strengthen the global CSP value chain
In terms of value chain diversity, CSP has bounced back since the crunch years 2014–16. The number
of different companies active in four key CSP-specific value chain segments (developers, EPCs, and
suppliers of collector technology and receivers) is comparable to the situation during the late Spanish
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Figure 3. Number of active companies per segment (developer, EPC, collector (IP owner) and receiver (manufacturing), respectively)
in CSP projects under construction 2006–2019 (now operational) and 2020–2022 (under construction on 1 January 2020, scheduled
for completion 2020–2022). Projects are counted in each year in which they were/are scheduled to be under construction
(construction start-completion). Source: csp.guru (2020)

expansion in 2012 (Figure 3). This is an important improvement compared to the last few years and an
indication that the value chain is increasing its resilience: today, the value chain is not as dependent on
single companies as it was a few years ago (Lilliestam et al. 2018), and hence it is less likely to collapse if
one or a few single companies fail.
The rise of Chinese companies is driving this development, whereas the number of active “old”
European and American companies has continuously decreased since 2011, due to mergers, take-overs
and market exits (incl. bankruptcies). The US industry has practically disappeared: there was only one
CSP-specific company involved in active projects in 2020, whereas most previously strong US CSP
companies appear to no longer exist (Deign 2020). The entire global industry diversity increase since
2014 consists of “new” Chinese companies, in all segments. Just observed in other industries (Lee and
Malerba 2017; Mathews 2005), we observe that crises, when incumbent companies struggle, allow new
entrants to enter the CSP market: we see this both the rise of the Spanish industry in 2007, after a long
crunch phase, and the emergence of the Chinese industry in 2016, as the bust phase afflicted the
Spanish incumbents following the cancellation of support in Spain.
In particular the EPC segment, where suppliers and components are selected, is of critical
importance for the whole future CSP sector, and here Chinese companies are positioning themselves.
Because CSP is a complex technology, its performance depends at least as much on the way
components work together as a whole as it does on the behavior of each component, and the
knowledge of how to assemble a station – work led by the EPC – is the key to competitiveness.
The Chinese support programme was set up to let domestic companies test concepts and ideas in
a very diverse set of different station designs, sometimes with but often without foreign collaborators.
This strategy has been successful, especially for the tower segment, with numerous Chinese firms
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Figure 4. Number of active companies in the four value chain segments in the trough (left) and tower (right) markets, 2006–2019
(now operational) 2020–2022 (under construction on 1 January 2020, scheduled for completion 2020–2022). Projects are counted in
each year in which they were/are scheduled to be under construction (construction start-completion). Source: csp.guru (2020)

involved in completed and still ongoing projects (Figure 4). Over the last 5 years, a national CSP
innovation system has developed in China, to a large extent in parallel, with few overlaps, to the
European CSP industry: the Chinese stations are to the largest extent supplied by Chinese companies,
whereas the non-Chinese projects are supplied by non-Chinese companies (Gosens, Binz, and Lema
2020; Lilliestam, Ollier, and Pfenninger 2019a).
3.2.2. Industry experience concentrated in handful of Spanish companies
Looking at the experience of the involved firms, the rise of the Chinese industry is put into perspective.
Across all four investigated value chain segments, European companies are the most experienced ones

Figure 5. Experience of national industries as the sum of previously completed projects of companies active in projects under
construction, 2006–2022. Note: the HCE graph includes the acquisition of Solel, by Siemens, and Rioglass’ acquisition of the receiver
businesses of Siemens and Schott. If multiple companies are involved in the same value chain step of one project, the “experience
point” is split equally between them. Source: csp.guru (2020)
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(Figure 5), indicating that they are the ones with the vitally important tacit knowledge of how to
manufacture and assemble components into an efficiently working CSP station. Of these experienced
European companies, very few are involved in ongoing projects, indicating that some of this vital
know-how may leave the CSP sector, absent new projects.
European companies are the most experienced, as they have been active the longest – the Spanish
expansion 2007–2013 was carried out almost exclusively by Europeans. In addition, European
companies are, with a few exceptions, the only companies active in multiple countries, bringing
experience with different markets and geographical contexts. Of these companies, a handful of
companies bring almost all experience. In particular Abengoa brings very large experience as devel
oper, EPC and collector supplier, and the bulk of the global experience in these segments has been
gathered by the Spanish firms Abengoa, Sener, and Cobra. In the receiver market, Rioglass – following
the acquisition of the receiver businesses of the German firms Schott and Siemens – holds practically
all accumulated experience. As Noor Energy 1 – EPCed by Shanghai Electric – includes some of these
experienced companies, prominently Abengoa and Rioglass, the drop in experience in the near-term
market after 2019 appears less dramatic, masking the potential impact of most other highly experi
enced companies currently standing without projects.
Among the new Chinese entrants, by far most companies are only involved in single projects and
are by definition inexperienced: they are currently in the process of gathering first market experiences
with their products and processes. Some companies, such as Shouhang and Supcon, have taken over
development of several stalled projects and may emerge as new “national champions”, should the
projects be restarted and successfully concluded; currently, none of these projects is under construc
tion. A few firms, including Shanghai Electric, are involved in projects abroad, including finished,
currently operational ones. If these firms continue finding a market, at home or abroad, they are wellpositioned to survive and continue developing the technology, as they bring documented experience
from completed projects and at least a near-term project pipeline.
3.3. Cost outlook: cost of CSP approaching competitiveness with conventional sources
The costs of new CSP stations have decreased rapidly in the last years, and after a short-term cost
increase in 2015, the average LCOE of new stations has decreased to about 0.15 USD/kWh in 2018/
2019 – drop of about 0.08 USD/kWh in 5 years (Figure 6). The projects under construction in 2020
continue this trend, with the Noor Energy 1 project setting the medium-term benchmark with its

Figure 6. Levelised cost of electricity of the 82 solar-only commercial CSP stations for which we have both cost and expected
generation data, 2006–2019 (now operational) and 2020–2022 (under construction in January 2020, scheduled completion
2020–2022). The different parts of Noor Energy 1 are displayed with their individual finalization dates in 2021 and 2022, but with
a uniform cost for the entire complex. The average LCOE is the generation-weighted average of all stations (expected to) start
operating in each year. Source: csp.guru (2020)
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LCOE of just below 0.10 USD/kWh.2 Thus, CSP continues the past trend toward cost competitiveness
with other renewables, and may soon compete with new fossil fuel power stations (IRENA 2018b).
In particular the Chinese projects are responsible for this decreasing cost trend, despite their
comparatively high support remuneration of 0.17 USD/kWh: all completed Chinese projects are
below the global average cost, whereas all non-Chinese projects are above the average. The strong
Chinese presence in the construction of Noor Energy 1 is very likely a strong contribution to its low
costs, both in terms of providing comparatively low-cost Chinese components and by helping to
reduce the financing costs, for example through state bank loans (Gosens, Binz, and Lema 2020).
Nevertheless, it is striking that the Chinese projects are so much cheaper than all other projects,
especially given the much weaker solar resource in China compared to the locations of the non-Chinese
projects (Lilliestam, Ollier, and Pfenninger 2019a). Quite possibly, some projects state lower-than-actual
costs in order to be included in the support programme, so as to gather experience and get references
from completed projects, allowing them to lead or participate in CSP projects abroad. This hypothesis is
further supported by the first-of-a-kind nature of all below-average cost projects: no Chinese developer
and EPC had previously completed a commercial CSP station when starting construction, meaning that
they did not have the necessary experience and reference projects that are important for entering the
international market.
With this strong cost decrease, the economic outlook for CSP is dramatically different than a few
years ago: CSP is rapidly becoming a true option also in economic terms for dispatchable renewable
power in sun-belt countries around the world. Today, CSP support must not be very expensive,
making it an increasingly attractive option for policymakers: this improves its legitimacy, strengthens
the political case for CSP and improves the attractiveness of new support schemes.

4. Discussion
We show that the near- to mid-term outlook for CSP is very uncertain: there are several positive
developments concerning the global value chain and cost development. The market and policy outlook
is bleak, however, with the very real risk of a complete loss of all markets for CSP (Table 2). As in the
past, the entire global market hinges on single policy schemes and single projects, making the entire
outlook dependent on singular events, such as the failure of one project (Noor Energy 1 makes up
Table 2. Summary of key results and their effect on the outlook.
Dimension
Policy and
market
outlook

Industry
outlook

Cost outlook

2

Indicator
# active policies

Key result
Only Morocco had support open for new projects in 2019. The Chinese
scheme will be phased out in 2021. No further support decided or
implemented.
Project pipeline
Pipeline peaked in 2018; no new project broke ground in 2019 – first year
without new CSP projects in 13 years. Only four projects under
construction in 2020.
# companies of key value chain steps Value chain strengthened compared to 2015; increasing diversity and
involved in ongoing projects
competition within CSP sector.
Home country of value chain
New Chinese entrants strengthened the value chain, European and US
companies
industries continued declining.
# projects commissioned by currently Almost all experience accumulated in a handful of Spanish companies;
active companies
new entrants have no experience. Most experienced companies have
no ongoing projects as of 2020.
Generation-weighted average LCOE Costs decreased by about 50% in 5 years, approach USD 0.1 per kWh.
of commissioned projects
Competitiveness with new conventional generation possible soon.

The PPA for Noor Energy 1 is lower than our estimated LCOE – 0.073 USD/kWh – because the PPA is paid for 35 years whereas we
use a uniform 25 years lifetime for all LCOE estimates; it most likely has very preferential financing conditions, making its financing
costs lower than the uniform 5% cost of capital we assume for all projects (Lilliestam and Pitz-Paal 2018). It also appears that the
PPA has been changed to now also include a PV component.
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almost ¾ of the capacity under construction in 2020). The most important risk, that of support scheme
cancellation, materialized in early 2020, as the Chinese government decided to phase out national
support by 2021. At the time of writing in April 2020, there is no large, predictable market for CSP
anywhere in the world, for the first time since 2006.
Over the last years, the industry value chain has been strengthened, with numerous new entrants,
decreasing costs and technology improvements. Every analyzed step of the CSP value chain is more
diverse and hence more resilient today than it was five years ago, despite the weakening of European
industry and disappearance of almost all US companies. Today, the global value chain would likely
withstand the exit of single firms, even of a large, experienced company. The large number of active
companies indicates that the value chain can be rapidly scaled up, should the demand arise; increased
global competition is a likely driver of continued innovation, technological improvement and cost
reductions.
Indeed, the cost development remains strong: the average cost of projects under construction is
around 0.10 USD/kWh, driven by the low cost of the Chinese projects and the Dubaian Noor Energy 1
project. If this trend continues, CSP may soon compete on a cost basis not only with other dispatchable
renewables, but also with fossil power. This strong cost trend may prove critical for technology
legitimacy, making CSP attractive to policymakers: today, unlike 5 years ago, a reasonably priced
dispatchable solar power is feasible, as shown by the 0.07 USD/kWh PPAs of Noor Energy 1 (Dubai)
and, as awarded in mid-2019, the CSP-PV hybrid Noor Midelt 1 (Morocco). If ongoing projects can
indeed reliably deliver power at the stated low costs, the chance of new support and new markets
increases – which will in turn may allow for a diverse and flourishing industry, with multiple
companies competing for market shares.
Without a future market, however, the achievements of the last years may be lost: a diverse and
resilient value chain helps if the sector enters a crunch, but it does not help if the market disappears
entirely due no support and no new projects. This risk is in severe danger of materializing: as of
January 2020, only four projects remain under construction, and no new CSP project has broken
ground since 2018. Hence, the CSP project pipeline is, once again, disappearing, and there is no nearterm market for the re-strengthened global CSP industry. If no new support schemes are implemented
soon, the CSP market will likely collapse and the industry and CSP innovation systems with it. In the
absence of new projects, learning will slow down or stop and “unlearning” – especially from
experienced engineers and companies leaving the sector – may increase CSP costs in the future,
should markets reappear.
Currently, in April 2020, it seems certain that the Chinese market will disappear as national support
there is canceled, and there is no evidence suggesting that new support is coming anywhere in the
world. Beyond the Midelt auctions of 2018 (Midelt I, awarded) and 2019 (Midelt II, not yet awarded),
the future of the Moroccan support is unknown. Several countries, including Spain, have announced
intentions for CSP support, but no country has decided and announced new CSP support.
Consequently, the future of CSP entirely depends on the actions of policy-makers in the handful of
countries that have CSP on their agenda. There are several recent developments that may have
increased the legitimacy and political attractiveness of CSP support to policymakers in sun-rich
countries. First of all, the costs of CSP have decreased strongly, with recent projects awarded PPAs
below USD 0.10 per kWh. Further, the rising shares of fluctuating solar PV and wind power will
increase the strain on power systems, increasing the need for dispatchable power – and with tightening
climate targets, that dispatchable power must be carbon-neutral. Operational projects in several
countries, including Spain, China, Morocco, and South Africa, have shown that CSP is capable of
doing this, with several large-storage stations showing a solid operational record. Currently, CSP is the
least-cost technology for dispatchable power with >4 hours of storage, whereas PV equipped with
batteries is cheaper for short durations; even with strong learning effects in battery technologies, the
cost advantage of CSP for long storage durations is likely to remain (Schöniger et al. this issue). Today,
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other than 5 or 10 years ago, CSP is becoming a cost-attractive technology, offering a system service –
dispatchable renewable power – that is becoming increasingly needed and valuable.
In addition to this, the policy narrative of CSP remains closely connected to jobs and industry
creation. As the bulk of the CSP industry is either Spanish or Chinese, these two countries seem
the most likely candidates for ambitious support schemes: in these countries, CSP support would
combine renewables and climate policy with industrial policy, increasing the technological legiti
macy. In both countries, a policy allowing for a reliable and long project pipeline would allow
value chain investments, leading to new jobs and increased industry capacities. Today, CSP
support should be more attractive to Chinese and Spanish policymakers than in the past, as it is
cheaper, more needed, and the industries already exist. In China, the decision was made differ
ently, for reasons unknown to us: possibly, CSP was collateral damage when the overall Chinese
policy regime for renewables support became untenable. Spain remains the main contender for
new CSP support, and we must wait and see what the Spanish decision is – and whether Spain
decides to funnel parts of its upcoming Corona recovery programme to rebuilding its CSP
industry, or rather to more traditional industries.
If governments decide to implement CSP support, the key issue will be to trigger numerous projects
to maintain and expand value chains. Such support policies could include the introduction of a FIT
without a prequalification to allow a larger number of different projects. In Europe, to comply with the
European state-aid guidelines, an auction scheme with a pre-defined schedule for multiple projects
per year over several years would fulfil the same function. Auctions with the main aim to minimize
support cost, as is the current global trend, are not necessarily the most useful instrument if the aim is
also to maintain and develop the CSP industry (del Río and Mir-Artigues 2019): in order to achieve
a long and diverse project pipeline and a diverse and thriving industry, longevity, predictability and
sufficient profit margins are critical aspects of a support policy.

5. Conclusions and policy implications
The outlook for CSP is very uncertain and entirely depends on action taken by national policymakers in
sunbelt countries and especially in the key markets of China and Spain. The global CSP industry is
stronger and more diverse than it has been for a long time, following the creation of a Chinese CSP
industry. This new industry, however, is so far almost exclusively focused on the Chinese domestic CSP
market – and that market is breaking away, if the national support is phased out as decided in 2021. The
incumbent industry, mainly from Europe, remains active, but consolidation and the latest bust phase
have greatly reduced the number of active, experienced companies. The costs of CSP are decreasing
rapidly, with the average LCOE of new projects moving toward USD 0.10 per kWh. The efforts of the
last years have paid off, and dispatchable renewable power from CSP is now approaching cost
competitiveness, even with new fossil fuel power. The industry and cost outlooks for CSP are bright.
However, the market and policy outlook is troublesome, and if no further large-scale support scheme is
implemented soon – within months, rather than years – the global CSP sector will enter a new bust phase,
from which it may be difficult to recover. Because the bulk of the global CSP industry is either Chinese or
Spanish, these two countries seem natural candidates for revived policy support. Although both countries
have CSP in their medium-term policy targets, China has decided to stop supporting CSP and Spain has
not decided any concrete CSP policy yet. Hence, if policymakers are interested in keeping CSP as an option
for dispatchable renewable power and keeping their domestic CSP industries alive and competitive in the
global market, rapid action is necessary. Especially the recent rapid cost decrease should have increased
technology legitimacy and hence the attractiveness of CSP for policymakers in sunbelt countries.
Already the implementation of one or two support schemes in the short term, and a handful more
in the mid-term, could suffice to turn this bleak outlook into a bright one. If new support schemes are
implemented, the CSP value chain is today better suited than in a long time to expand and further
develop the technology, continue to push down costs, and make CSP a global option for affordable
dispatchable renewable electricity.
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Appendix: Description of the csp.guru data update
The January 2020 version of csp.guru (2020) builds on three previous versions from January 2019 (csp.guru 2019),
May 2018 (csp.guru 2018), and August 2016 (csp.guru 2017; Lilliestam et al. 2017). This version is primarily an update
regarding projects, project status, LCOE, and component suppliers. The data was compiled in January-March 2020, and
describes the situation on 1 January 2020.
We updated the project status for all projects under construction in the previous version, while scanning all known
projects under development for construction begin. For all projects finished during 2019, we changed the status to
“operational”. For some projects, we changed the project status to “under development” (excluded in the current
dataset); this applies in particular to several Chinese projects where construction was either halted or had previously
been “overoptimistically” reported by developers and participating companies to have broken ground during 2017 or
2018. In addition, we fixed some minor errors in the previous version, following the reporting of these by csp.guru users.
Regarding the industry data, we performed a comprehensive review of companies involved in construction of stations
or supply of CSP-specific components. For the collector data, the previous dataset version was correct but imprecise
regarding what the listed company had done, by conflating engineering/IP ownership and manufacturing of the
components (which may happen via licensing from the IP owner). In the current version, we have replaced collector
manufacturing with collector (SCA/heliostat) engineering, which better describes who supplies the know-how for
collectors of each individual project.
We describe the Noor Energy 1 project as one project, although it consists of 3 separate but co-located 200 MW
parabolic trough stations and one 100 MW tower; as they have separate planned completion dates, we separate the
different parts in the capacity analyses. Noor Energy 1 is described as one project regarding costs, as it is treated as one
project by the offtaker, with one PPA for the entire complex (including the PV part). As the project developer has not
published the expected generation of Noor Energy 1, we use the estimate of Lilliestam and Pitz-Paal (2018), who expect
load factors of 55–65% (tower with 15 h storage) and 50–55% (trough with 10 h storage); on average, the station would
then reach a load factor of about 56%, which we use for the LCOE estimate.
For all projects without a known construction start date, we have assumed construction times of 1 year (PS10), 2 years
(corresponding to the typical construction time of all Spanish stations, for Helioenergy 1 and 2, Solaben 2 and 3, Solacor
1 and 2, Morón, La Africana Orellana, and Dhursar), and 3 years (to coincide with the construction start date of the sister
stations of similar/identical design/in the same complex, of Solaben 1 and 6 and Casablanca). We know the construction
start date for all other stations.
For further descriptions of how the dataset has evolved, and about the inclusions/exclusions or assumptions behind
previous dataset versions, please refer to csp.guru.

